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another building, and charging at them with the bayonet
wiped them out. There was much desultory fighting in
these huge drains until the Nationalists drove the Reds
completely out and then blew up the passages leading
into the city.
Other Reds made a similar attempt in Carabanchel,
south of Madrid, but were captured. In the same quarter
they hewed an immense gallery over five hundred yards
long, intending to blow up the Nationalist barricade
which dominated the Toledo Bridge. Colonel Telia's
engineers had warning of this attempt, however, from a
deserter, and, when the Reds were not working, pierced
a gallery of their own right under the Red sap. Explo-
sives were brought and tamped down, and the counter-
mine was set off, just at the moment the Red miners
were bringing up their own charges. There was a terrific
series of explosions, and that Red mine ceased to exist.
The situation at the end of November was one of stale-
mate within the University City. The Nationalists
could not advance, try they ever so, and on the other hand
the Reds could not drive them out The situation was
one of danger, however, for the Nationalists, as their
communications with the rear depended on so narrow a
passage with the possibility of Red attacks from three
quarters simultaneously. That the Reds did not profit
more from this is extraordinary.
It is easy to reason after the event and to say that the
attack on Madrid from the front ought never to have
been made, or that the troops ought to have been with-
drawn once the attack failed As regards the first pro-
position there was, in the early days of November, a
reasonable possibility that a series of surprise attacks
might win through The withdrawal after failure might
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